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Administrators offer
students incentives
for OGT preparation
By LaQuisha Hilton

Freshmen Amber Tews and Brittany Bachtel enjoy the revamped school food (from left) while
Morgan Parker, LeAnn Frank, Rachel Haumesser, and Halle Schmidt stick to their packed
lunches (clockwise from left).
Photo by Terriona Morgan

Healthy foods find their
home in the lunchroom
By Emma Webb
From low fat to non-fat, fried
to baked, Pop-Tarts to apples,
the cafeteria is moving up on the
health ladder.
The recent changes in the cafeteria food are due to new laws from
the state and federal government
regarding food served in school.
Director of Food Services,
Mrs. Dale Panovich, oversees the
changes and has the final word.
“Students are accepting the
changes but everyone has different
likes or dislikes,” Panovich said.
“Change is always difficult.”
She added the overall goal is to
“serve healthier food and beverage
options.”
Cafeteria workers Mrs. Kim

Wright and Mrs. Linda Holbrook
are also working on accepting the
changes.
“We get federally funded commodities, so we have to follow protocol,” Wright said. “As long as we
take their money, we have to follow
instructions.”
Because the government is in
charge of what the cafeteria can sell
and make, it takes pressure off the
workers.
Due to State Senate Bill 210,
the cafeteria guidelines are now
much stricter. For example, the cafeteria is now serving no fat or low
fat milk, and baked foods are replacing the majority of those fried.
A la carte items (snacks) must also
meet specific guidelines. Snacks
must have 35 percent or less total

calories from fat, 10 percent or less
calories from saturated plus transfat added together, and 35 percent
or less weight from sugar.
“We don’t sell our homemade
cookies anymore because they don’t
meet the guidelines,” said Wright,
who has worked at the school for
15 years.
The lunch room has also added more fruits and vegetables and
low calorie and no calorie drinks.
“The fat is what makes it taste
good, though,” Holbrook said.
Recently, the school brought
back fried french fries due to students’ requests.
“The students missed their
deep fried fries,” Panovich said.
“We do listen to what you all have
to say.”

Paying homage to the musical
group Naughty by Nature, “You
down with the OGT?”
Administrators and teachers
alike would answer this question,
“Yeah you know me!” This school
year, they’re trying to get students
on board, as well.
In the past, OGT Slam Sessions have been mandatory for
upperclassmen who still needed
to pass the test before graduating.
Now, Principal Ryba has developed an incentive program open to
sophomores, juniors, and seniors
to help prepare them for the tests.
Voluntary OGT Prep Sessions
will be available to students in February and March. During a fiveweek period, students will have the
opportunity to review each tested
subject area.
Since the sessions are held after school from 2:30 to 3:15, Ryba
says, “We cannot force the kids to
come, but we will encourage them
to.”
Beginning in January, students
can listen for an announcement
stating which teachers will be in
charge of each session. There will
be sign-up sheets for anyone who
would like to attend the sessions.
Ryba has applied for a grant in

order to purchase $20 gift cards to
Barnes & Noble that will be given
to the first 50 students who complete the OGT requirements. All
the remaining students will receive
a discounted dance ticket or one
free ticket to any high school athletic event.
This incentive program joins
the likes of other positive rewards,
such as the Pride Tribe and Copley
High Heroes.
Assistant Principal Gurski
hopes to continue rewarding students for “doing the right thing.”
He said incentive programs help
to get students involved and “eat,
sleep, and breathe Copley.”
Sophomore Taylor Ward believes it’s not necessary to implement positive reward programs.
“We are getting rewarded for
doing things we are supposed to
do,” she explained.
However, junior Brianna
Gary, who won the laptop at the
last pep assembly, disagrees. Her
attendance and good behavior entered her into the raffle, and she
now uses it “almost every day.”
“I’m really grateful to receive
the laptop,” she said.
Students can sign up for voluntary OGT prep sessions on Jan.
30.

New group talks technology
By Taylor Beard

A new wave of efficiency may sweep in with
the help of the recentlyformed technology group.
After the start of the new
year, the group began
discussing if the school
should allow students to
carry personal electronic
devices to assist with
studying, creating projects, and other academic
activities.
“The question is if we
should open that possibility,” said Principal Cameron Ryba.
Although many of
the details are still being
explored, the devices being
considered in the policy

include smart phones, laptops, netbooks, iPads, and
Nooks. However, there
would be definite restrictions on the program.
“If we move forward,
their use would be limited to specific areas,” said
Ryba.
The use of the devices
would be for “instructional purposes”, including
student response systems,
class research, organization, and educational applications.
If students do not
own any of the listed devices, they will not have
access to the new technology, with the exception of
the iPad lab in the library,
which consists of 24 sec-

ond-generation iPads for
student use.
“We wouldn’t purchase any new devices,”
Ryba said.
The iPad lab has been
greatly utilized by both
students and teachers.
English classes used it for a
literary terms blog activity.
In the social studies department, classes created
music videos with a historical theme. Students in
the Advanced Placement
Physics class tested an app
that allowed them to perform video analysis of an
object and apply scientific
principles to experiments.
The technology group
is made up of people who
would be impacted by the

questioned policy, said
Ryba. Five administrators,
five teacher volunteers,
ten parents, and ten student volunteers make up
the group.
While no local school
districts have established
this program, districts in
Columbus and Cincinnati
have made the transition
with ease.
“Many schools have
anxiety about lifting previous policies and are
waiting to see results,” said
Ryba.
If the policy goes
through, it would not be
expected to be applied
until the beginning of the
next school year.

Sophomores Christian Rubeis, Cory Sutter, and Manny
Bloch test out the new iPad lab in the library.
Photo courtesy of Mrs. Casida
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The banning of tanning
California becomes first state to ban tanning beds for teens
By Amy Smith

The cast of “Jersey Shore” has popularized the phrase GTL: gym, tanning, laundry. However, if a newly passed law in the
Golden State gains momentum, one of those
addictions may be in jeopardy for teens nationwide.
California is the first state in the nation
to ban tanning for those under the age of
18. Even if they have parental consent, teens
will have to rely on natural sunlight for a
bronzed look beginning on Jan. 1 when the
law goes into effect.
Every year, 30 million Americans visit
a tanning salon, and 2.3 million of those are
teens, says the Food and Drug Administration. This causes concern for ban supporters,
who believe the higher age limit is needed
because skin damage caused by the type of
radiation used in tanning beds often leads to
melanoma, which can be fatal.
The American Academy of Pediatrics
says powerful tanning beds produce radiation levels up to “10 to 15 times higher than
that of the midday sun” and frequent tan-

ners get a level of radiation that is not found
in nature.
“Tanning is not safe. It has the same
effect as the sun. The UV rays destroy skin
cells and form cancer cells,” said Copley
health teacher Mrs. Coon.
John Overstreet, a spokesman for the
Indoor Tanning Association, said sunscreen
sellers are behind the legislative push and
tanning beds are not proven to cause melanoma, the most deadly type of skin cancer.
Legislators are attempting to pass similar laws in New York and Pennsylvania. If
this type of law would go into effect in Ohio,
tanning salon owners would feel the heat.
Joyce Renee, owner of Joyce Renee’s Salon
in Copley, says much of her business comes
from teenagers who tan during the winter
and for formal dances.
“If this law does pass in Ohio, my business will take a hit, but it already has been
affected since last July when the government
imposed a 10 percent tax on top of it,” said
Renee.
Equally concerned are some students,
such as junior Nikki Steffen, who tans three

times a week.
“I know the effects of tanning, but tanning makes me happy. It puts me in a better
mood,” said Steffen.
Exposure to UV rays from tanning beds
or the sun may be addictive because the radiation may cause the release of endorphins
in the skin, according to the American Academy of Pediatrics.
“Tanning beds make you tan faster because instead of waiting eight hours outside,
you can tan for less time to get the same
look,” said junior Mekenzie Prentiss.
Even though spray tanning has become
a healthier alternative, some students still
prefer the effects of indoor tanning beds.
“Spray tanning makes you look orange.
The color just doesn’t look natural,” said senior Taylor Greenspan.
This type of law brings into question
the right of government officials to override
the decisions of teenagers and their parents.
“It’s none of the government’s business,”
said Renee. “The government shouldn’t be
making decisions about your body.”

Junior Nikki Steffen supports indoor
tanning at Hollywood Tans.
Photo by Amy Smith

2012: The beginning of the end?
By Iman AbdoulKarim

There has long been speculation that the
year 2012 will bring the end of world. Recently the most popular theory comes from
the Long Count calendar created by the Ancient Mayans. According to predictions derived from it, the world has 333 days left.
Pop culture has clung to the idea that
the Mayans predicted the world would end
Dec. 21, 2012. However, experts have recently announced that the Mayans did not

predict the end of the world, but the beginning of a new cycle.
The Mayans measured time by creating
two calendars. The first calendar, known as
the “Calendar Round,” was based on two
overlapping annual cycles, a 260 day sacred
year and a 365 day secular year. Every 52
years signified a single interval, and at the
end of the interval the calendar would reset
itself like a clock. The calendar measured
time in an endless loop, so the Mayans created a second calendar known as the “Long
Count.” The Long Count identified each day
by counting forward from the base point,
August 11, 3114 B.C. A single cycle of the
Long Count calendar consisted of thirteen
Baktuns, which were 144,000 days each. The
calendar
lasted for roughly 5,126 years,
ending on Dec. 21, 2012.
The Mayans have successfully predicted
other future astronomical events. The Dresden Codex, made over 1200 years ago, has
accurately predicted current solar and lunar
eclipses.
Some experts say The Ancient Mayan
Long Count Calendar (left) predicts
the end of the world for December 21,
2012.

Mayan scholars have attempted to debunk the calendar and date,. Seven Gronemeyer of Australia’s La Trobe University and
commentator for the History Channel interprets the date to mean the start of a new
era and that proponents of the apocalyptic
interpretation have poorly perceived the hieroglyphics.
Some high school students haven’t believed the hype from the start.
“In the past there have been things
equal to 2012. People got crazy over Y2K,
but nothing happened and nothing is going
to happen in 2012,”said sophomore Jaya Adkins.
“If the world is going to end it will not
be because of a date or prediction. It will
happen and we are not supposed to know,”
said chemistry teacher Mr. Rhoades.
Many students casually joke around
while referencing the date Dec. 21, 2012
making light of the theory. Adkins says that
students have an idea of what 2012 is, but
don’t actually believe in the prediction. The
topic is just popular, and “their jokes are

just jokes.”
Media has jumped on the bandwagon
of world destruction with movies like 2012,
television specials, and online countdowns.
Sophomore Max Bentlage says that the media contributes to the growing fear by making the calendar “a big deal” and that people
are just “superstitious.”
While school will not be in session on
Dec. 21, 2012 due to winter break, some
already have an idea of what they will be doing that day. Bentlage jokingly remarks that
the night before will be fun and he plans on
“hanging out with friends and robbing a
bank.”
Adkins agrees that the day will be “exciting because no one really knows what exactly will happen.” According to the popular
Facebook group receiving almost 700,000
likes, most students feel that “If the world
does end in 2012, I wasted my whole life in
school.”
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ing able to bring in Kindles, smartphones,
or iPads, could save the school a significant
amount of money that is usually spent on replacing textbooks.
Not only could the new policy save the
school money, but it could also help to
keep students organized. With apps for
remembering homework, students
would be able to utilize tools like
about time that a student techtheir
agendas on their smartphones or
nology policy is in the works.
tablets.
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not
every
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reading for English
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ing and taking care
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in
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instead
of
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book. Today, almost
This
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lished textbooks are
the
librarians.
Cartoon
drawn
by
Anna
Chen
either accessible online, or
The new technology
supplemental materials are
policy
should include a
available off the book’s website. Students be-

What We Think

Smart policy allows for smart devices
Laptops. iPads. Tablets. Smartphones.
We all probably have one or more of these
growingly popular devices. They have become an essential part of most owners’ everyday lives. Their uses range from apps that
keep users’ schedules organized, to being able
to takes notes on a tablet PC.
Although students’ laptops or iPhones
may be an important part of their daily routines, they have always been banned in one
specific place, (where we spend most of our
time): school.
However, with the creation of a new
technology forum, the potential of students
being allowed to utilize their smartphones,
tablets, and laptops at school has definitely
increased.
School administrators already carry
around their iPads, and teachers use their
SMART Boards every day. Therefore, it is

Bullies behind the screen
Cyber-bullying hits home
By Taylor Powell
The Burn Book. In the movie Mean
Girls, a group of A-list bullies created the
Burn Book to judge other female students.
Mistakenly thinking they had the right to
do so, these girls labeled others with horrible, hurtful words. When the book was
publicly revealed, riots erupted in the
school, and many friendships were torn
apart.
While watching Mean Girls, we have
all been entertained by the ridiculous drama
that resulted from the
Burn Book. However,
the real-life portrayal of
bullying is nothing to
laugh at.
Today we have new
means of bullying our
peers. Popular sites like
Twitter and Facebook
have given bullies easier
ways to name-call, label
and judge, without these bullies having to
actually confront the people they choose to
taunt.
Cyber-bullying has become a pandemic among teens. With the worst of it resulting in actual suicide, cyber bullying has had
terrible effects on many lives.
In Dardenne Prairie, Massachusetts,
Megan Taylor Meier committed suicide,
at only 14 years old in 2006. After having a “falling out” with one of her closer
friends, the mother of that friend created
a fake account on Myspace. The mother
created a fake account, Josh Evans, whom
Megan grew to really like. However, the
scandal continued for a while and the messages from Josh changed. Soon Megan was
receiving things like “The world would be a
better place without you.” Devastated from
the pain, Megan took her own life and the
mother who cyber-bullied her was indicted.
Later the mother was acquitted.
Currently in the state of Ohio, there
are no laws regarding cyber-bullying.
Nonetheless, most schools have been able
to discipline cyber-bullies, but only if the
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act occurred on school property.
In November, not occurring on our
school’s grounds, a list was made by a group
of students. The list categorized people under multiple derogatory headers. A number
of high school girls and guys unfortunately
found their names on the list. Just when the
situation could have probably stayed within closed doors, a picture was taken of the
typed list and uploaded to Twitter under a
false account.
Rapidly, “the list” was viewed by other
students, and many probably laughed at
the idea. But when a
student saw his/her own
name, the laughing most
likely ceased. A number
of people on the list were
actually emotionally affected by being labeled
so harshly.
Even
freshmen,
who have only been at
this school for a mere four to five months,
found their names on the list. Senior Leila
Aceto, who was more upset that her younger sister’s name was on the list than her own,
thought that people had no right to judge a
girl who they barely even knew. Aceto then
questioned why other students would feel
the need to judge herself, not once, but under three unkind categories.
Though some may not believe it, this
list was an act of cyber-bullying. Thinking they had the right to judge and label
people, the creators of the list even took the
low-road of posting the list on the internet
for everyone to see.
Yes, as high school students we laugh
and judge people when we should not.
But to publicly label over fifty peers is just
cruel and unusual punishment for those
unfortunate people being judged. As human beings, we cannot predict the future.
However, after seeing the horrible effects
of cyber-bullying on teenagers from other
schools, we wonder why it would even
cross someone’s mind to be the bully behind the screen.
Copley High School Drumbeat
3807 Ridgewood Rd.
Copley, Ohio 44321
Phone: 330.664.4999 x527068
Fax: 330.664.4951
sarah.petry@copley-fairlawn.org

Hashing out hashtags

Friend

#Aten’s
Annotations

I love hashtags.
Hashtags are like
sprinkles; they make
everything better.
-sophomore
Brian
Reinke

By Austin Aten

Both
Technology is a good
thing because it brings
people together, but
at the same time it
brings them apart
because things
like “the list”
happen.
-freshman
Raquelle
DeSimone

Technology:
Friend or Foe?
Foe
I don’t like hashtags
because I feel like
they don’t really
serve a purpose. They
change too often for
them to matter.
-junior
David
Kahwaji

Editors
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number of details in order to allow students
to get the most out of it.
Perhaps a password-protected Wi-Fi
network could be created for students to
connect to the internet through their laptops, iPod Touches, and e-readers. With the
help of the school’s technology department,
social networking sites could still be blocked
when students would use the school Wi-Fi.
The student-owned devices should be allowed in a number of convenient areas. The
lunch room should be one of the designated
areas since lunch is often a student’s only
completely free period. An extra 30 minutes
with a laptop or iPad could allow students to
finish any homework or projects.
Other common areas like the library
and classrooms should also allow these devices. These are the two main areas for student learning, and the devices could aid in
research, lessons, and getting a start on the
night’s homework.
As a school we have been continually
making improvements with the help of technological devices. Let’s continue to improve
by allowing students to bring in their technology and contribute to a better learning
experience.

Friend
You do the same thing
in college. You’re
bringing laptops
and iPads and stuff
like that into college
classes. So, if people
can type their notes
instead of writing
them out, it’ll
be quicker and
easier.
-senior
Sam
Wittkopp

#winning. Actor Charlie Sheen used this phrase as
part of his inaugural Tweet in 2011 before going on to
set a Guinness World Record for Twitter as the “Fastest
Time to Reach One Million Followers.” Popularized by
celebrities like Sheen, Twitter continues to connect people worldwide with the simple symbol, ‘#’. Having heard
it called many different names including pound, number
sign, or tic-tac-toe board, the correct name for this symbol is simply hashtag.
Once users hashtag a word or phrase, it automatically
turns into a link, changing the color to blue. Clicking on
the link takes users to any tweets that use the same phrase.
But lately, hashtags have gone a little too far, showing up
in conversations, on clothing, and even on Facebook.
As I walk through the hallways I often hear:
“Hashtag swag” or “hashtag based.”
Hashtag, hashtag, hashtag. I do not understand why
people say it. Using the word hashtag in everyday conversation does not link your words with everyone else’s or
make anything you say any more significant. Unlike the
world of Twitter, you have more than 140 characters to
say something in daily conversation, so just say it.
For the boys basketball home opener every student
that went to the game received a free “#indiannation”
t-shirt. I was not surprised that it was free. Putting a
hashtag on a shirt does not link anything together, and
the words on the shirt were not even blue; they were
white. What happened to the good ol’ days of using the
symbol on a shirt to say, “We’re #1”? “#we’renumberone”
just doesn’t have the same effect.
The overuse of hashtags really starts to become a
problem when they show up on Facebook. Facebook and
Twitter are two completely different social networks, so
people should not try to mix them. Nor should hashtags
distract me when they appear in the bottom right-hand
corner of my television every time I try to watch “Jersey
Shore.” It’s hard enough trying to decipher what Snooki
is saying with a pickle in her mouth, let alone remembering the hashtag to tweet about it.
It seems hashtags are everywhere I turn, but I’m beginning to wonder if it’s something I just need to embrace.
Even as I sat down to write this article, expressing my
frustrations with hashtags, I looked down at my pencil to
see a #2 staring me in the face.
#whatisthisworldcomingto
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Layout Editor: Iman AbdoulKarim
Photography Editor:
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Art teachers enjoy picture perfect careers
By LaQuisha Hilton

Art teachers Mrs. Addis, Mr. Pastor,
and Ms. Soltis bring a “Three’s Company” vibe to their department.
Photo by Terriona Morgan

Pablo Picasso once said, “All children
are artists. The problem is how to remain an
artist once he grows up.”
For art teachers Mrs. Addis, Ms. Soltis,
and Mr. Pastor, they have been able to turn
their childhood love of art into hobbies and
successful careers.
Addis attended The Ohio State University from 1984-88. While she attended, she
studied Industrial Design; however, she disliked the competitiveness of the field and began searching for a new major. After taking a
couple of art classes and meeting art majors,
she found her passion.
“I got into art education, fell in love,
and the rest is history!” she said.
In high school, Addis disliked the art
teacher, so she didn’t take a single class.
Once Copley High School hired her, she set

out to inspire her students.
"It’s hard to prove to students that
they are good at art after a former teacher
has told them they weren’t good enough or
they stink," Addis said. “You have to go up
against that and prove to them that they just
have to try, and there’s no way they can’t get
better.”
With three children, her son Dean, 16;
and her set of twins, Olivia and Hannah, 13;
Addis’ free time is limited, but when she can
find a minute to spare, she works on her art.
She prefers to work with oil paint, one
of the mediums her favorite artist Paul Klee
used. After enduring pain from scleroderma,
an autoimmune disease, Klee painted a series
of simplistic, almost child-like, paintings featuring angels. He believed the most honest
way to create art was to conjure childhood
memories.
“He created really innocent, sweet art,”
she said.
Artwork has literally moved Addis to
tears before. After seeing Seurat’s painting “Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La
Grande Jatte” in person at Chicago’s Institute of Art, she cried because it was “so beautiful and original.”
The best advice she can give to anyone
who wants to pursue an art degree is to put
together a good portfolio consisting of 12
strong pieces showing the artist’s mastery
of techniques, as well as the mediums with
which they work.
Similar to Addis, Soltis, a ’95 Kent State
University graduate, originally planned on

majoring in something other than art education. She initially studied graphic design,
but couldn’t push the feeling aside that she
always wanted to become a teacher.
Addis mentored Soltis during her student teaching experience in 1998. Then,
when Addis had her twins and went on maternity leave, Soltis took over for her.
This self-described fiber artist, remained
on board at the high school after Addis returned, and she now teaches Art I, Crafts I
and II, and Intro to Photo.
“Everyone can do some type of art,” she
said. “Just because you can’t paint or draw
well doesn’t mean you can’t be good at art.”
Choosing to replace the paintbrush
with knitting needles, Soltis enjoys making scarves, gloves, and handbags outside of
school. She is also a calligrapher, and she
uses this talent to help write students’ names
on athletic and academic awards, as well as
wedding invitations.
Her favorite artists are Wassily Kandinsky and Frank Stella because “they are very
abstract and they use a lot of color.”
The newest addition to the art department is Pastor, who was attracted to Copley
because of its “atmosphere and excellence.”
He majored in Art Education and Ceramics
at Baldwin-Wallace College, and he graduated in the spring of 2011.
“I really like working with kids, and I
have a passion for art, so combining the two
seemed ideal for me,” he explained. “Just being able to help nurture creativity throughout high school really brought me to be an

art educator.”
He found his passion for art during his
sophomore year in high school when he first
realized he had a “natural niche” for it.
Although his free time is very limited
while adjusting to his first teaching job, Pastor still finds time to work with ceramics, his
primary passion.
He considers himself an abstract artist
who likes to create pieces based on shape and
color while thinking outside of the box. He
also enjoys working with wire and metal.
Along with time, Pastor also finds that
his space for creating art is limited now, as
well.
"I definitely want to work on my skill of
building smaller because I always built much
larger in college.”
Pastor has been in many art shows
and received several awards throughout his
high school and college career. He received
money for one of his original paintings of a
landscape, which is now in the Admissions
Building at Baldwin-Wallace.
"It’s exciting because it’s the first piece
of artwork you see when you come into the
building, and it’s mine," he said.
Pastor admires Sandro Botticelli’s standard painting of Venus. Botticelli’s artwork
is full of shapes and colors, a style that is very
different from Pastor’s.
"I find it fascinating because it is something I will not be able to do," he said.
With Pastor’s, Soltis’, and Addis’, combined talents, students have the opportunity
to practice virtually any type of art.

New class offered for gifted artists
By Austin Aten
In kindergarten, the artistically gifted
could easily be identified as the children who
colored inside the lines. Years later, these
same students can be found in Copley’s new
AP Art class, thinking outside the box.
“I wanted to bring a higher level of art
to students that were more advanced than
Art III,” said AP Art teacher Mrs. Addis.
AP Art consists of two types of art: stu-

dio 2D design and drawing. In order for students to receive college credit for the class,
they need to put together a 24-piece portfolio. Twelve of the pieces need to be based on
one underlying theme, which the students
determine. The remaining twelve demonstrate breadth, in which students showcase
their abilities through different mediums
which include paint, pastels, and pencils.
Senior AP Art student Kimmy Berk
said, “The main differences between Art III

and AP Art is there is a lot of learning still
involved in Art III, and AP Art is more laid
back.”
Despite the relaxed atmosphere of
the class, students still acknowledge the
amount of time they need to spend working on their portfolio pieces in order to
be successful. Senior Tony Wahl says he
spends up to four hours every weekend
working on his art.
“AP Art is teaching me to be more
skilled and prepared for college level of art,
so it is worth the extra time,” said Berk.
While working with each other every
day, the class of ten has become very close.
“Everyone’s comfortable with each
other because we have to both criticize
and support everyone’s ideas,” said senior
Emma Fish.
Students have also grown close with
Addis, who has worked with some of the
students the past four years
“She has helped us a lot throughout
the years, and helped our artistic goals take
off,” said senior Bridgette Tryon.
With Addis’ guidance, six of the ten
AP art students are going on to pursue art
in college.

Senior Tony Wahl holds up five of his abstract reduction prints of flowers.
Photo by Terriona Morgan

Senior Kimmy
Berk holds up
her oil painting
of the Mediterranean Sea
Photo by Terriona
Morgan
Junior Lilly Rankin’s
acryllic self portrait.
Photo by Terriona Morgan

2010 graduate, Hannah Schurr,
who is now pursuing an art degree
in college, stands next to her acryllic
painting.
Photo courtesy of Mrs. Addis

Alumna pursues
art in college
By Emma Webb
Since the young age of three, 2010
Copley graduate Hannah Schurr never left
the house without her tin box of colored
pencils and stack of white paper.
Even at such an age, Schurr was never a
fan of coloring books.
“I knew what I wanted to create, and I
wasn’t interested in a book with big outlined
shapes telling me how to draw them,” she
said.
Growing up, Schurr went to Spring
Garden, which is a Waldorf School.
“They have a humanistic approach to
education where they integrate art into an
interdisciplinary curriculum,” art teacher
Mrs. Addis said.
Schurr participated in some sort of art
class all four years of high school. Art teachers Addis and Soltis both agree that Schurr
has talent.
Continued on page 5
See SCHURR
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The students that never left the school

Mr. Allen
Graduated: 1986
High School Sports: Football,
basketball, baseball, and track
Senior Superlative: “Most Studious”
Favorite Subjects: History and
math
Favorite Memory: Defeating Orville, winning Suburban League,
and making the playoffs for the
first time in school history my
senior year of football
Extracurricular Activities: National Honor Society, Academic
Challenge

Mrs. Stratton
Graduated: 1993
High School Sports: I was one of
those “crazy” swimmers.
Favorite Year: Senior year, so close
to going to college
Did you know you wanted to
be a teacher?: I thought I would
be anything but a teacher! I was
pretty sure I was going to be an
athletic trainer for a professional
level sport.
What is the biggest difference
between when you were in high
school and students in the high
school now?: The students are
much bolder now! I would never
be as casual with teachers as students are now.
What you miss most: What’s
there to miss? I am living it every
day!

Mr. Dies
Graduated: 1997
High School Sports: Co-captain
of the football and wrestling
teams. I was a three-time Afton
quadrangular wrestling champion
which was something nobody had
ever done before.
Favorite Memory: Leaving study
hall every day to “help fill the pop
machines” and hanging out all period on the benches in the hallway
with friends
What you miss most: The friendships and the daily excitement
What is the biggest difference
between when you were in high
school and students in the high
school now?: Honestly, not a
whole lot. I always tell my classmates how similar things are. We
probably had better music though.

Ms. Estright
Graduated: 1989
Favorite Year: Senior year. We
rocked!
Did you know you wanted to be
a teacher?: Yes! I knew since the
first grade.
High School Sports: Swimming
and cheerleading
Extracurricular Activities: Class
councils, student council, talent
shows, and anything spirit related
Senior Superlative: Most Spirited

Mr. Harder
Graduated: 1991
High School Sports: Tennis
Favorite Year: Senior year because
I was able to take a lot of technology classes
Favorite High School Memory:
Building Moonbase America
Did you know you wanted to be
a teacher? Yes, but my back-up
plan was to work in the manufacturing industry as an engineer.
Extracurricular Activities: Technology Club, Key Club

SCHURR
Continued from page 4

ferent in the art world. That class
would have really helped.”
Experiencing art classes in
both high school and college,
Schurr realized that both are very
different.
“In college you really get a
chance to try something new,” she
said. “I know I’ve created concepts
and used mediums that I never
even knew in high school.”
In her second year of college
at Edinboro University in Pennsylvania, Schurr is taking four art

classes: Intermediate Drawing,
Four Dimensional Design, Color,
and Art History of Ancient Civilizations. All of these classes are helping Schurr pursue her Bachelor of
Fine Arts degree in Drawing.
Almost every artist has somebody that inspires them the most.
“Nearly everyone in my life
inspires me,” Schurr said.
One person in particular that
inspires Schurr the most is her elementary/middle school teacher,
Ms. Cate Hunko. Hunko always

found a way to incorporate art into
every subject, whether it was a decorative border around the students’
writing, illustrating geometry, or
recreating an event in history.
“She gave me so many opportunities to express myself artistically,” Schurr said. “And by doing
so, she really helped to establish my
love for art.”
Two other people who have
also inspired Schurr are her parents. Although neither of them are
artists, they have “made a larger

impact than they know.”
“I’ve realized that I’m not always inspired by artists, but many
times by the people who support
me,” Schurr said. “My parents are
always behind me one hundred
percent, and really, what’s more inspiring than that?”
From a tin can of colored
pencils to the art supplies in a college university, Schurr continues
on with her passion in art, learning new concepts daily and loving
every minute of it.

“She is a student I will always
remember, and I can’t wait to see
what becomes of her in the future,”
Soltis said.
With the AP Art class added
to the curriculum this year, Schurr
never had the opportunity to take
it during her years at Copley.
“I would definitely take that
class,” Schurr said. “No questions
asked. No one is every fully prepared for college, and that’s no dif-

Dedicated ballerina’s dance skills on ‘pointe’
By Kayla Miller
Outside of school sports, there’s a world
full of tutus and tights, leotards and bright
lights. Sophomore Grace Goldenberg lives in
that world five out of seven days a week, balancing her school work with her passion – ballet.
Goldenberg has been dancing for a little
over ten years, and she has starred in over 16
performances. Weekly, she spends 13 and a
half hours at her studio, Excellence in Dance,
where she is taking nine regular and pointe ballet classes.
This ballerina manages her intense dance
schedule all while maintaining a 3.67 grade
point average and taking three honors classes, as
well as Spanish III.
“When I get home, I get my homework
done as soon as possible, just because when I get
home from dance it’s really late, and I’d be up all
night if I didn’t get it finished,” she says.
Goldenberg’s parents have always supported her dance career.
“They help out with every performance
and come
Sophomore Grace Goldenberg has
to watch
been dancing for the past ten years,
all of my
and she will dance in The Little Mermaid
perforat the Civic Theater in March.
mances.

Plus they love that I dance,” she said.
“You’ve been dancing with these people
Goldenberg explained that dancing is in since you were five years old, so you get to know
her blood. Her grandpa,
each of them really well,” she
Don Edwards, was a tap
explained.
dancer, and her cousin ArHer company has a trathur Murray was a profesdition that they carry out besional dancer.
fore every performance. They
In May of 2010, Goldgather in a team huddle and
enberg visited New York
the director gives them a ‘pep
City along with other memtalk’ before they break into
bers of the Cuyahoga Valtheir starting positions. Beley Youth Ballet Company.
hind the curtain, they all say,
They performed the show
“Make magic.”
“Fancy Nancy” at the perGoldenberg does not plan
forming arts center, Symon pursuing a professional caphony Space. Goldenberg
reer in ballet because she unexplained that it’s a tradition
derstands it’s difficult to make
for the company to perform
a lot of money in that field.
a children’s ballet every year.
“I would definitely like
She also had an opportunity At five years old, Goldenberg to dance in college because I
to attend a professional bal- never dreamed she would
have been dancing for so long.
let performance while in the have the opportunity to
I couldn’t just quit forever; I
dance in New York City.
would miss it too much!” she
Big Apple, as well.
said.
Due to the amount of
This March Goldenberg
time she spends practicing
and traveling with her fellow dancers, Golden- will continue to “make magic,” starring as a crab
berg feels like her dance company is “a second in the performance of The Little Mermaid at the
Civic Theater.
family.”
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Don’t take the ‘sport’ out of sportsmanship
Brown’s
Lowdown
By Derek Brown
On December 3, 2011, Matthew Owens, a quarterback for Boston’s Cathedral
High School, did what every high school
football player dreams of: He played in the
State championship football game. Near the
end of the game, he ran a quarterback draw
to the right, and as he swept around the tackle, Owens saw the open field in front of him.
He sprinted all the way into the end zone
and scored the game-winning, title-clinching
touchdown.
Or did he?
During the play, a referee flagged Owens for unsportsmanlike conduct. With the
adrenaline pumping and excitement going
through his body, he raised his arm for a split
second in joy. The referee called back the
touchdown and a frustrated Owens threw an
interception the next play, which caused his
team to lose the game 16-14.
This is just one example of league officials taking sportsmanship too far; they need

to start letting the players control themselves
during a game instead of penalizing them for
celebrating their accomplishments. The rules
need to be re-adjusted so an unnecessary
penalty like that doesn’t affect the outcome
of a game.
Sportsmanship is a very controversial
subject and as of right now good sportsmanship is enforced from pee-wee leagues
through professional levels.
Copley has taken an initiative to promote sportsmanship for the Suburban
League. Student sportsmanship leaders
have been elected including: seniors Allison
Brunenmeister, Micki Gallien, Emma Fish,
James Eck, and junior Alan Du. Leading the
sportsmanship team is Athletic Director Mr.
Borchik.
The sportsmanship team meets with
students from other local schools once a
month and discusses how to inspire better sportsmanship between the Suburban
League schools.
“Too often we see and hear negative
cheers, whether it be at high school, college
or professional sports events,” Ryba said.
“These student leaders can set the tone in the
stands and lead the support of our teams in a
positive manner.”
The sportsmanship team is a good idea

in that it prevents something like the incident at the Avon vs. North Ridgeville high
school football game only a few months
ago. After learning about the death of a
North Ridgeville freshman who was killed
while riding his bike across a nearby highway, Avon students were seen wearing
homemade shirts that read, “At least I know
how to ride a bike.”
Displays such as this are unacceptable
and should not be tolerated, but a fear of
something of that nature should not diminish healthy rivialries amoung the Suburban
Leauge teams.
Recently, at the beginning of Suburban
League basketball games, players have been
alternately announced in order to prevent
student sections from turning their backs
on opposing teams. By doing this, it takes
away the excitement of the rivalry.
Can you imagine going to a Browns vs.
Steelers game and seeing the fans of opposite teams shaking hands and being friendly
with one another? Rivalries make the game
fun, and it’s entertaining to instinctively
taunt the opposing team.
Sportsmanship rules have their benefits, but they should avoid taking away the
passion and excitement the players and fans
have for the game.

Athletes attribute success to superstitions
By Amy Smith

Senior football player Alexander Garrett touches Coach Tolle’s
plaque, a tradition before every
game.
Photo by Terriona Morgan

No one would think the greatest professional basketball player of all time would
rely on superstitions, but even Michael Jordan himself was known for a specific quirk.
While leading the Chicago Bulls to six NBA
championships during his legendary career,

the five-time MVP wore his University of lucky pair of socks that are teal.
“I decided to wear my teal socks for
North Carolina shorts under his uniform in
every game. Jordan led UNC to the NCAA one of our games since it was the closest
championships in 1982 and believed the to Copley colors. Then we won that game
shorts brought him luck. In order to cover which was one of the biggest games of the
his lucky pair, Jordan began wearing longer season,” she said. “That’s when I decided
that my teal
shorts, which inspired a
socks were
trend in the NBA.
lucky, so I
From eating chicken
would wear
and rice, wearing lucky
them for evsocks, and having a stuffed
ery game.”
animal named “Squishy,”
HavCopley teams have their
ing a lucky
own superstitions.
stuffed aniSenior football player
mal seems
Louie Gigliotti eats chickto
bring
en and rice before every
luck to the
game to bring him luck.
color guard
Gigliotti has been eating
this since his sophomore Senior color guard team member Me- team.
“ W e
year when he first started gan Calderone shows off the team’s
have
this
playing at the varsity level. lucky stuffed animal “Squishy.”
Photo courtesy of Renee Bellis
lucky beanie
The football team has
baby named
a collective superstition of
‘Squishy.’ He comes to all of our competisorts.
“The coach will say a prayer before ev- tions and he has been bringing us luck for
ery game, then after the prayer we leave the two years,” said senior Renee Bellis.
For boys golf seniors Michael Dugan
locker room and touch a plaque with Coach
Tolle’s name on it to bring us luck,” said se- and Kohl Finley, their luck comes from not
playing with each other.
nior football player Alexander Garrett.
“It will bring bad luck on Kohl and me
Senior softball player MacKenzie Wallace has her own superstitions. Wallace has a if we play together because one of us would
do well while the other plays poorly,” said
Dugan.
To an onlooker, these superstitions
may seem strange, but to the athletes that
use them they are more like strategies.
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High roller
sets new goals
for 2012
By Derek Brown

Junior Damon Hickman, pictured
bowling against Revere, hopes to
bowl a perfect game this season.
Photo by Terriona Morgan

Junior Damon Hickman started bowling at the age of four, and he has loved it
ever since he first rolled the ball down the
lane. He stays interested in the sport by
“having fun with it and being able to bowl
against new competition every match.”
Hickman is one of the school’s best
bowlers, averaging 213 a game last season.
“I love the game because I get to make
new friends, and I enjoy doing it,” Hickman said.
His highest score is 289, which he
scored against Green last year, and he feels
he is right on track to reaching the perfect
300 in the near future.
Hickman’s father, Dwayne, was inducted into the The National Bowling Association’s Hall of Fame in 2002. His dad
has bowled a perfect 300 an astonishing
54 times and has been bowling for many
years.
“My dad does put pressure on me, but
he says as long as I want to bowl and want
to keep pushing myself to get better, he is
willing to help me, so I can become a better
bowler,” Hickman said.
Outside of the school’s team, Hickman
bowls for the The National Bowling Association’s junior league, which he prefers,
but only because he has been a part of the
league for so long. Hickman balances his
league’s and the school’s schedule while also
participating in track.
“I have put in a lot of time and effort
after school, and if I keep working at it, I
believe I can do a lot,” said Hickman.
Eventually, he hopes to become a professional bowler.
“I would love to do what my dad did
and even more,” Hickman said.
HICKMAN OFFERS BOWLING TIPS
1) Keep your shoulders square
2) Follow through
3) Keep your arm straight
4) Watch the ball roll through the target
5) Be consistent

Go
Copley
Indians!
~The Beard Family

#jcrew
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Freshman breaks
swimming records

Freshman Madison Myers breaks two pool
records and one school record at her first high
school meet

Vice Principal Mr. Gurski pretends to swat seniors Chris Lane, Reid Torrens and CHS mascot Isaak Parker at the boys basketball game against the
Highland Hornets.
Photo courtesy of Emma Fish
Freshman Madison Myers jumps off
the block during a meet vs. Hoover
Photo courtesy of Whitney Farber

Myers leads the pack during the 50
meter freestyle.
Photo courtesy of Whitney Farber

By Austin Aten

Swimming for Copley is a lot of work,
but Myers enjoys it.
Junior Jacqueline D’Attoma said, “Madison is always at practice and always gives her
all.”
“Sometimes the practices are hard, but
coach gives us some easy days for our bodies
to recover, or to rest up for a meet,” Myers
said.
Other than breaking records and making a name for herself, Myers is enjoying
the team aspect of a high school sport. Myers had no problem making friends on the
team.
“Madison is fun to be around and is
very enjoyable and likable,” said Caye.
Myers is also one of the team’s biggest
cheerleaders.
“She is very positive on the pool deck,
and she is always cheering on her teammates,” said junior captain Taylor Farber.
Leading a team as a freshman is never
easy. Myers accepts the role as leader and
puts in the extra time and effort to better
herself and her teammates.
If Myers continues at this pace, Copley’s
swimming record book could be completely
re-written throughout the next four years.
Senior boys captain Chris Lane said,
“Madison has a lot of talent and has a good
chance to break every single record at Copley
by the time she is a senior.”

For most students, one second does
not seem very significant, but for freshman
swimmer Madison Myers, it makes all the
difference in the world.
As the swim season began this year, the
girls team did not know what to expect after
a fourth place finish in the Suburban League
during the 2010-2011 season. After the first
swim meet on Nov. 30 against Green, the
girls knew right away they had a star swimmer on their team.
Myers broke a school record in the individual medley with a time of 2:08 beating
the previous record of 2:11, while also breaking two pool records in her first meet as a
high school swimmer.
Myers also broke the 100 meter backstroke record in a meet against Twinsburg on
Dec. 30 with a time of 1:00.39, beating the
previous record by .21 of a second.
Swimming since she was nine years
old, Myers has pushed herself to become a
standout. Training all year around, she only
takes five to six weeks off a year. During the
high school swim season, she swims about
28 hours a week. While in the off season, she
swims about 14 hours a week.
“Madison is a hard worker. She comes
to all the practices, even the morning ones,
which is crazy for a freshman,” said junior
captain Abby Caye.
As the season progresses Myers strives to
break more records.
“I push myself everyday to achieve my
goals,” said Myers.

Upcoming swim meets

January 27 - Away, Suburban League meet
January 31 - Away @ Wooster, 5:00 pm
February 3 - Home vs. Orange, 6:00 pm

Seniors lift school spirit
By Iman AbdoulKarim

for Halloween last fall and
decided to start wearing it to
the games. He says that people are more willing to follow him in cheers when he
is wearing it and “everyone
likes seeing a guy in a purple
Teletubbie outfit.”
Neawedde says that it
isn’t necessarily the school
spirit that results in huge
student sections at games
but a matter of supporting
your friends and watching
them “beat some booty.”
Both Neawedde and
Parker agree that school
spirit was at an all-time high
in the fall with the success of
the boys soccer team. One of
Neawedde’s favorite memories was rushing the field after the boys’ win against Medina and freshman Griffin
Pristic crowd surfing. Parker
remembers going to the soccer game in Sandusky and
“completely outnumbering
and being louder than the
other student section.”
Their spirit and outgoing ways landed both
seniors nominations for senior superlatives. Parker was
voted Most Spirited, and
Neawedde’s peers named
him Class Clown. Neawedde
feels he was chosen as Class

Clown because he has the
ability to make people laugh
and “crack people up every
day.” Parker says that being
“outgoing and not being
afraid to stand out” contributed to him being voted
Most Spirited.
Parker says that he is
going to miss high school
and wants “to go out with a
bang.” He hopes to try to get
into more high school events
as the year continues.
Neawedde feels that
his senior year has been the
most fun so far because no
one cares what you do or
what other people think.
Since both Neawedde
and Parker are seniors they
know that someone will
have to take their place next
year. Parker feels that junior
Brandon Gathagan would
be a great mascot next year
because “he likes to have a
good time and isn’t afraid to
stand out.”
According to Neawedde,
the purple Teletubbie will
not go unseen next year, and
he is currently looking for a
successor who isn’t afraid of
purple, or a little spirit.

At any sporting event,
Copley fans pack the stadium and gymnasium. Amid
this patchwork of blue, gold,
and white, a mascot with a
tomahawk in hand and a
purple Teletubbie stand out
in the crowd.
Seniors Jay Neawedde
and Isaak Parker “have tremendously helped to improve school spirit” according to senior Spirit Club
president and varsity cheerleader Allison Brunenmeister.
Parker was asked at the
beginning of the school year
to be the CHS Indian mascot. He took the job into his
own hands along with the
school tomahawk that was
previously kept in the senior
showcase.
Being a senior and
knowing that he is “never
going to get to do stuff like
this again” encourages Parker to “get behind every team”
and be spirited at the games.
To keep the crowd involved
in the game, Parker, along
with Neawedde, lead the
student section in cheers.
“If the student section
isn’t going, then I feel like it’s
my fault,” said Parker.
As the mascot,
Parker says he tries to
dance as much as possible whenever he has
room. Neawedde says
that he enjoys watching the games and
“yelling as loud as
possible.” Neawedde
can be seen leading
the student section in
a rollercoaster cheer
during the fourth
quarter where hundreds of students ride
an imaginary coaster
swaying up, down,
and all around.
Ne a we d d e
bought the trademark Senior Jay Neawedde cheers on the boys basketball
team at the game against Revere.
Teletubbie costume
Photo by Terriona Morgan
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The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo film
fails to live up to book’s expectations
By Iman AbdoulKarim

Siri, one of Apple’s newer features, can assist its users with organization,
inquiries, and entertainment.
Photo by Terriona Morgan

Getting “Siri”ous
By Terriona Morgan
Apple welcomed the feature Siri to
their newest iPhone 4S on October 4, 2011,
enabling iPhone users to use their voice to
schedule meetings, place phones calls and
much more. Siri can set reminders, send text
messages and check the weather all through
voice command.
Blackberry and Android phones were
originally going to offer the Siri feature, but
it was cancelled after Apple’s purchase. Regardless, Siri is creating quite the stir, even
prompting the creation of websites that
showcase some of its responses.
To find out more about this app, I interviewed Siri myself, asking questions about its
“career” and life in general. Its answers may
surprise you.
Q: Hello, how are you doing?
A: I’m fine, thanks for asking.”
Q: How old are you?
A: Does this concern you?
Q: Where do you live Siri?
A: Wherever you are, that’s where I am.
Q: Are you a girl or a boy?
A: None.
Q: Do you work for the government?
A: I’m afraid I can’t answer that.

Q: Do you enjoy your job?
A: This is about you, not me.
Q: Do you enjoy working for Apple?
A: I’ve never really thought about it.
Q: Do you miss Steve Jobs?
A: I suppose it’s possible.
Q: Are you popular?
A: We were talking about you, not me.
Q: What do you think about Android’s new
app Iris?
A: I’d rather not say.
Q: Do you ever get tired of answering
people’s questions?
A: Now there’s a good question. Now where
were we?
Q: How many licks does it take to get to
the center of a tootsie pop?
A: 3,481
Q: How much wood would a woodchuck
chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood?
A: A woodchuck would chuck as much as
a woodchuck could chuck if a woodchuck
could chuck wood.
Q: Knock knock...who's there?
A: Terriona, Terriona who? Terriona, I don't
do knock knock jokes.
Q: Okay, Siri...have a nice day.
A: Thank you Terriona. I hope you have a
nice day, as well.

The first book of Stieg
Larsson’s “Millennium Trilogy,” The Girl with the Dragon
Tattoo, has sold over 65 million copies worldwide. However, the film adaptation,
directed by David Fincher,
failed to reach box office
expectations. After watching the film and reading
the novel, the explanation
behind the low box office
debut, despite books flying off shelves, becomes
evident.
In the book, Henrik
Vanger, a retired industrialist, hires Mikael Blomkvist, a muckraking journalist, to look into the
mysterious disappearance
of his niece more than
forty years ago. Blomkvist
joins forces with Lisbeth
Salander, a pierced and
tattooed computer hacker, and together they dig
up the dirty secrets of the
Vanger family.
Blomkvist is played
by Daniel Craig, but as the
film title suggests, he is not
the star. Rooney Mara offers an admirable portrayal
of Salander, a 24-year-old
ward of the state who is declared mentally incompetent and socially inept. Mara
fulfills reader’s expectations
by transforming herself into
the idiosyncratic character.

The film emphasizes the
importance of her character
by eliminating information
about Blomkvist’s world and
focusing on the darker side
of Salander’s.
In order to condense a
600 page book into a two
and a half hour movie, some

of the book’s subplots were
removed from the film. For
viewers who have not read
the book, this may prove
difficult when attempting to
follow Blomkvist’s libel suit
introduced in the beginning
of the movie.
Watering down the
complexity of the murder
case. some suspects originally in the book are excluded,
and Blomkvist discovers
clues more rapidly, which

takes away some of the suspense of this thriller.
The film adaptation also
alters the ending of the book
- one of the biggest taboos
for lovers of Larsson’s original work. Although a moviegoer who has not read the
book will more than likely
be satisfied with Fincher’s
ending, fans of the book are
left slightly confused and
wondering, “What just happened?”
Like the novel, the
movie contains several sexually violent scenes that are
difficult to watch. Needless
to say, the R rating serves its
purpose.
The book was originally written in Swedish and
later translated into English.
The English version contains Swedish spellings, and
the characters in the film
carry accents that are a bit
difficult to understand in
the beginning; however, it’s
easier to follow as the movie
progresses.
The movie doesn’t live
up to readers’ expectations,
forcing them to come to the
usual conclusion: “The book
was better.”
If he chooses to direct it,
Fincher will have a chance to
redeem himself with the second part of the trilogy, The
Girl who Played with Fire,
when it’s released in 2012.

Pandora’s finds sweet success

By Kayla Miller

In Greek mythology, Pandora’s Box is
widely recognized as an object of temptation
- one which couldn’t be ignored by Pandora,
who curiously opened the box, letting the
evils of the world escape.
Newly opened in Montrose, Pandora’s
Cupcakes has also been a sourse of curiosity for locals. The company’s pink and brown
boxes, containing freshly baked desserts, are
just as tempting as the myth’s; however, it’s
delight- not evil- that escapes upon opening
them.
Employee Carli Molinelli said that in
comparison to other cupcake shops, Pandora’s Cupcakes are bigger in size, contain less

In one day
Pandora’s Cupcakes
goes through...
10 dozen eggs
25 lbs. of butter
50 lbs. of sugar

frosting and are easier on the wallet.
Peanut butter, mint chocolate and lemon raspberry top the chart at Pandora’s as the
top selling flavors. With seven daily flavors
and over 50 special order flavors, there’s a flavor at Pandora’s that everyone will love.
Molinelli says the store’s atmosphere is
intended to make the customer feel like they
are at home. With a flat screen on the wall
and furniture in the foyer, it only takes one
visit to get comfortable at this bakery.
Molinelli says owners Ken and Rebekah

Carr even want their employees to feel as if
they are a part of their family. Molinelli has
worked at Pandora’s since October 2011. She
loves working at Pandora’s, which is one of
three jobs she holds, and she feels like she is
a part of the family.
Since the start of Pandora’s Cupcakes,
the Carrs and their employees have been
pleased with how the business has taken off.
“Our rule is that we never sell out.
That’s what makes us better. Most cupcake
shops shut down when they sell out, but

we’re always open,” said Molinelli.
In order to not sell out, they carefully
estimate how many cakes need to be made,
and then employees make them the night before, and the next morning, they frost them.
“A good cupcake is all about the frosting
to cake ratio. Too much frosting, you have to
scrape it off. Too little frosting, you should
just be eating a muffin,” said Molinelli.
Move over muffins, Pandora’s is here to
stay.

